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directly, teacher has to expose students to different situations. , teacher has to do their best to face unpredictable challenges, and
students have to develop their References Category:Sarawakian novelists Category:1958 births Category:Living people
Category:21st-century Malaysian people Category:21st-century Malaysian women writers Category:21st-century Malaysian
writers Category:Malaysian women novelists Category:Malaysian women short story writers Category:Malaysian short story
writers Category:Malaysian women writersVladimir Popa is one of the most interesting characters in the world of Romanian
football. The man, who now works as a coach for a small club in the south of the country, was the author of one of the most
controversial transfers of all time. A player from one of the biggest clubs in the country was allegedly slapped and later picked
up by his mates before entering the stadium against Dinamo Bucharest. Vladimir Popa was vice-president and was one of the
most important officials of Rapid Bucuresti in that period. The story goes back to 2007. By that time, Dinamo had already
joined with PS Sevilla's Pedro Munhoz. The Spanish club ended up selling him as part of a deal where they bought Dinamo's
academy from Vasile Simionescu, a Romanian-based businessman. Munhoz immediately made an impression and was given a
five-year contract in which he eventually had an option to move to Germany, something that the club didn't dare to lose. At that
time, the vice-president of Rapid was Vladimir Popa, who wanted Munhoz to play for another club. He refused to let him leave,
using his contacts with club directors and professionals in other countries, all of whom agreed to have the player play for Rapid.
However, someone decided to make sure that Munhoz wouldn't take the field for Dinamo as many of the club's fans were
convinced that the player was already sold by the Spanish club to another one. And this is how he ended up being "slapped" by
his teammates on the head and being transferred to Rapid. Munhoz was on the verge of retiring and at first, Rapid was going to
pay him €40,000 for each year that he played for them. But in the end, Munhoz insisted in having the minimum salary and the
club decided to release
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